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John Hingson
Republican

Occupation: Transcription (of legal files and congressional committee meetings)
Occupational background: Health & homestead consultant, farm apprentice, sharpening service, salesman for the
marriage seminars of an Orthodox rabbi, Japanese-style pruning, pressure washing
Educational background: Sam Barlow HS, withdrew in 4th yr. of Biochem./Biophys. at OSU due to vaccine injury
(migraines 24/7)
Prior governmental experience: None
A 2010 study of 715,000 Americans by HHS (parent of CDC) found that about 1 in 39 [not “1 in a million”] vaccines
administered yield an adverse event report;[1] that's 1 in 39 products administered, not 1 in 39 people. 19.5% of adverse drug
events in children under 5 resulting in ER visits are attributed to vaccines. [1] Fewer than 1% of vaccine injuries are reported
to VAERS.[1]
Event 201, a simulation by Johns Hopkins, Gates Foundation, a “former” CIA officer and World Economic Forum, planned
the entire gov't response to a “global coronavirus pandemic” (incl. censorship of vaccine safety activists, restr. travel, school
closures, etc.) shortly before the illness was announced. [2] WEF openly stated their predictions (arguably, their goals) in a
2016 video: “You'll own nothing” and “be happy” in the year 2030 [3], later explaining[4] this means the gov't will provide
everything, deliver it by drone and your living room will be used for business meetings when you're not home. These people
are winning; their plan is being implemented.
When a gov't intentionally destroys its own economy to get everyone on the dole/checking out items from a “library of
things,” that's communism. Each day it is clearer that all religious people, conservatives and those who believe there is such
a thing as a limit on state power are 'the new black' or are portrayed (even in supposedly-prestigious scientific journals) as
“domestic terrorists,” while the government-approved media pretends to be pluralistic, inclusive, tolerant.
When there is universal knowledge of the One True G-d, there will be no more dictatorships anywhere. Until then, we
should stick to our guns and raw butter (legal in CA grocery stores but not in OR?).
Priorities: (1) Preserve gun rights, freedom of religion and freedom of speech; (2) secure medical and food freedom; (3)
shrink gov't to non-cancerous size; (4) explain to constituents and others that America has a rogue gov't only because it
turned its back on G-d.[5]
It's time to end the myth of “Y'all-Qaeda,” [6] the myth that people who like flags, pickup trucks and barbecues must be
terrorists. May America turn to G-d, and may G-d bless America.
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[1] https://childrenshealthdefense.org/news/vaccine-injuries-ratio-one-for-every-39-vaccinesadministered/ (Please see all four primary sources used to back up the statements made by RFK, Jr. in
this article. All four are official and all four are extremely short.)
[2] https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/gates-planned-social-media-censorship-vaccine-safety/
[3] [WARNING: Immodest Material—Wife Eyes Only]
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2016/11/8-predictions-for-the-world-in-2030/ The immodest part is
at the end of the video.
[4] https://tg-news.com/world/welcome-to-2030-i-own-nothing-have-no-privacy-and-life-has-neverbeen-better-ida-auken-former-member-of-the-danish-parliament-explains-with-an-article-at-forbeshow-the-world-will-be-after-the-gre/
[5] https://www.chabad.org/library/bible_cdo/aid/15884/jewish/Chapter-24.htm Please see verse 1.
King David, the most righteous king of Israel, against which all the other righteous kings were
measured, was incited by G-d to take a census, which is something he wouldn't have ordinarily done. It
was done because of the sins of the Jewish people at that time. Similarly, in our time, we see that
President Trump had sought initially to make RFK, Jr. head of a vaccine safety commission, a move
that would have wiped out that criminal industry almost overnight. But our nation surely did not merit
this openly-revealed good at that time, so the heart of President Trump must have been turned to
suddenly believe that vaccinations are unquestionable and that the best way to deal with the outbreak of
respiratory illness was with a new, experimental vaccine project. We can't blame the president for the
sins of our nation, sins which caused us to deserve bad government.
[6] Regarding Y'all-Qaeda, see also this article in the supposedly-prestigious journal Nature:
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-021-01084-x
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